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Let e denote any topological R4-bundle over a connected Poineari xXoff-I 
dimension ~4. Let a be any bundle of lines or planes based on X. We determke m and 
sufkient conditions in terms of characte&tic classes of e and a, whenever possibIe, for & to 
split o# a subbundle isomorphic to o. That is, the existence of a Whitney sum wtion, 
c = Q e/3 where both Q and @ have positive fiber dimension, is established k terms of characterts- 
tic classes. In particular, our results extend the work of Hirzebruch aad Hopf [3] on oriented 
vector bundles of dimension 4 to arbitrary Rfbundles. 
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Pridi es ad nomion 
Let Wk denote the trivial vector bundle of fiber dime&on k over any space- ‘Ihe 
coe&ient group for cohomology, whenever omitted, is understood to be Z/2. Let 
KS(e) in H4( Y) denote the Kirby-Siebenmann class of a topological R”-bundle 
6” based on a space Y If Y is a connected finite complex of dimension 64, then 
KS(e) = 0 if and only if 6 admits a compatible vector bundle structure. Let am 
and pi(t) denote the Stiefel-Whitney and Pontrjagin classes of 5” respectively. Let 
2’ denote the local coefficient system of integers 2 on Y determined by the 
representation 
w,(&q(Y)+Aut(Z)={*l}. 
Let e(e) represent he Euler class of 5” in “( Y; 2’). We recslll that a connected 
Poincari complex X of formal dimension n has the homotopy type of a hif~ 
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connected C W complex, and satisfies Poincare duality for all local coefficient systems 
G on X through cap product with a fun&mental class [X] in H,( X ; 2”) = Z Here 
u denotes the stable normal spherical fibration of X, and we set wl( X) = w,( V( X)). 
We recall that all topological R”-bundles with n s 3 admit compatible vector 
bundle structures, since the natural inclusion O(n) *TOP(n) is a homotopy 
equivalence for n- (= 3. Hence, KS(c) = 0 if &” admits a decomposition 54 = a @I 
with both a and @ of positive dimension. Finally, a line bundle a is classified by 
w,(a) while a 2.plane bundle @ over X is classified by e(fl)E H*(X; ZS,. 
We first consider the problem of e 
ofato R*-bundle. 
ng a line bundle a as a direct summand 
u1 and y” denote a~ wbittary line bundle and n-plans bundle 
a amnected cempkx X. For n =2~r, the Euler closs in H*“(X; Zr) 
Y)=dY)+ G 4a)2i+‘u a*(W2m-*i-_2(y))- 
is0 
Y) I= C e(a)*’ V a”( &m-*i( y)) 
i*O 
r). Hem 6’ denotes the twisted Bockstein opmtor assockued to the 
t system Zmenr of integem where A y is the determinant line bundle of y. 
I%MB& This lemma is most likely known, so we only sketch a proof in the absence 
of a reference. The following facts are easily verified. First, wl(cr@ y”) = 
nw,(a)+w,(y) and e(a8y”)mod2=w,(a8y)=~i”,ow1(a)iw~-i(~). Also, 
9*(t~)mod2=Sq’u+v~tr for all v in H*(X) where u=w,(a)+w,!y). Al; rorden 
in H*(BO(l)xBO(n); 2 ~~~,,& has order 2. Here rrn denotes the universal m-plane 
bundle over BO( m). Consequently, two classes in H*( BO( 1) x BO( n); ZrlsAr+ are 
equal if and only if their reductions in both Z/2 and QrlBArn coefficients are equal. 
SO the result follows by naturality. 0 
Tkorem 1.2. Let 54 denote any topological R4-bundle over a connected Poincare 
complex X of formal dimension 4. Let a be any line bundle over X. If w,( X) = w,( &), 
thenesplitsoffa ifandonlyif KS(E)=Oande(j)=O. Ifwl(X)f w,(e), then&splits 
off a if and only if KS(e) =0 and C;=., wl(a)iw4-i(t) = 0. 
Proof. Since KS(c) = 0 is a necessary condition for ( to split off cy, we assume 
KS(e) = 0 and also denote anv compatible vector bundle structure by 6. Then 8 
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splits off cy if and only if the vector bundle Hom( cu, 4‘) = (Y 05 admits a nonzero 
section if and only if e(cr%e) =0 in H4(X; 2’). By Lemma 1.1, 
e(aQ5) = e(S)+e(a)S*(wzO)+e(a)35*(1)o 
Thus, 2e(a@J)=2e(e). If w,(e)= WAX), H4(X;2,)=Z so e(aQe)=O if and 
only if d@=o. If &@)f WI(~), H“(X; &)-Z/2 SO e(a@E) =0 if and only if 
w4(aQe)=&-) wl(a)iw4-i(e)=0. Cl 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.2 is the following 
Corollary 1.3. Let a be any line bundle based on a closed connected to@ogical 
4-manifold M’. Ihen the tangent R”&undle T(M) splits off a if and only if buth the 
Euler number x(M) and the Kirby-Siebenmann umber Ks( M) e/anish. 
Remark 1.4. Suppose that KS(e) # 0 for any & as in Theorem 1.2. Then one can 
prove that 6 contains, but does not split off, lip’ if and only if e(e) =0 provided 
w,(e) = w*(X) and w4(&) =0 provided w,(e) i9 w*(X). 
Remark 1s. Our results are formulated for bundles over Poincar6 complexes, rather 
than closed topological manifolds. Hambleton and I&e& [2] provide an 
classification for homotopy types of oriented Q-dimensional Poincar6 complexes 
whose fundamental groups are finite groups of cohomological period 4 and whose 
normal fibrations admit topological bundle structures. 
2. Splitting off 2-plane bmdles 
Let e denote any topological RQbundle over a connected 4dimensional complex 
X. Let j3 be any IL-plane bundle on X. If 6 = /3@ 7 for some 2-plane bundle q, then 
clearly 
)=&We(q), and pt(f)=e(B~‘+4q)“+~~ 
where S denotes the integral Bockstein operator. Further, KS(e) = 0 since 6 admits 
a vector bundle structure. On the other hand, if a class z in H*(X; Ze+) were to 
be the Euler class of a complementary bundle to /3 in 5, then we must have 
zmod2= w2(&-/3) and z*=p&r)-pt(/3)+(sW,(/3))*+Sw,;B)~Sw1(~). HereZ’_s 
denotes the local coefficient system of integers determined by w,( 6 - /3) = 
w,(e) + w,(p). While the vanishing of KS(t) is necessary for realizing the stable 
bundle e - p by a 2-plane bundle 7, the Euler condition e( &) = e( /3) l z is necessary 
for 5 to be isomorphic to /3 0 q. We shall prove that these necessary conditions are 
also sufficient iq many cases, for example, whenever H4(X; 2) has no 2-torrion 
and the bundles are orientable. The following generalizes a result of HirzeSruch 
and Hopf [3] for oriented vector bundles. 
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T&eonnr 2.1. Let e denote any oriented topological R4-bundle over a connected 
4-dimensional complex X with H4(X; 2) free of 2-torsion. Let /3 be any oriented 
2.piatie bundle over X. 7hen e splits off /3 if and only if KS(e) = 0 and there exists a 
class z in H2(X; 2) such that z mod 2= w2(c)+ w2(@), e(e) = z-e(@), and e(/3)2+ 
z2 = p,(&). Further, the Euler &asses e( 11) of all oriented 2,plane bundles q for which 
&-$I@ am pm&e& those classes z in H2(X; 2) sarisjling the above conditions. 
Pm& If e decomposes as #3 69 r), clearly KS(t) = 0, and z = e( 3) satisfies the above 
conditions. We assume now that the above conditions hold and consider a Moore- 
Postnikov resolution for the universal example for this problem. We consider the 
following fibration (analogous to those studied in [lo, 71) 
defined by p*(px 1) = ra x r2 and ps(1 x r2) = 1 x r2. Here we identify both 
(5 2) with CP”. Let j: V2(R4) + CP”” x CP” denote the fiber inclusion 
Let r denote the stable bundle px 1 - 1 x r* over BSO(4) x CP”. Cksically, 
the first k-invariant for p is &w*(r). Let 
CP- E4B!SO(4)xCP=’ (1) 
be the principal fibration classikd by 6w2(r). There is a unique class, t in H2( E; 2) 
wiqh x mod 2 = g*w2(f) and i*z being twice the fundamental class of Cl? We now 
apply the argument of [9, Proposition 3.61 to z and K First, 
z’ mod 4 = P2(t mod 2) = g+P2( w2(r)), 
where P2 represents the Ponujagin square from Z/2 to Z/4 coefficients. But 
Pz(wz(O) = pa(r) mod 4+ W,w,(r), 
where (2), denotes the morphism from H,( ; Z/2) to HJ ; Z/4) induced by the 
nontrivial morphism Z/ 2+ Zf 4. We conclude that 
z’-g*pl(r)-2[g*(e(~4x1))-z~g*(e(lx~2))]=0 
in H’(E; Z/4). Thus 
=Omod4. 
Now zg*e( 1 x r2) = g*e(r4 x 1) mod 2, since z mod 2 = g* w2(r). We conclude that 
z’+g*(e(l xr*))‘-gXp,(r4x 1) =4u 
for a unique class u in H4( E; 2); further, i*u generates H4(CP”; 2). Consequently, 
the second-order k-invariant for p is the pair 
(g*e(r4x 1)-z-g*e(l xr*), U) in H4(E; ZOZ) (2) 
bY un 
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Let q : CP” X CP” + E be the natural lifting of p such that g. q =p. Clearly, 
q*z = e(r2 x 1). Finally, the identification between Euler classes of complementary 
summands r) to /3 in Q and those classes z in H2(X; 2) having the given properties 
arises as follows. Given any class z, let f: X + CP” x CP” be defined by f*( e(f2 x 
1)) = z and f *(e(l x r2)) = e(p). Now the bundles f *(r2 x 1)@3 and d are isomor- 
phic on X, since they have identical Euler classes, Pontjagin classes, Stiefel-Whitney 
classes, and H4(X; 2) has no 2-torsion. Thus pf classifies (e, 8). &I 
The characteristic classes mentioned earlier do not always provide sufficient 
conditions for e to split off a given 2-plane bundle, 
Tbewem 2Z Let X be any nonorienfable connecfed pbinca~6 complex of f-l 
dimension 4 such fhaf y2 - 0 for ally in H’( X; Z), 7Iaem exisfs a sfably friutal3-p&me 
bundle y on X such that the wcfor bundle g = y@R’ does not splif off R? In addi&% 
if H2(X; 2”) = 0, fhen & also does nof split ofl A P@R’, 
Proof. Leth:S’+BS0(3)classifyageneratorof~~(SO(3))~Zandletc:S3ute4~ 
s’ denote the map collapsing S3. Now h-c classifies a StaMy trivial 
I) such that the nontrivial bundle q@R’ does not split o& R2 by [lb 
be trivial otherwise. That is, t:S3v2e4+E in (1) ofa map S3u,e4+ 
BSO(4) x CP” classifying ( has the property that A&O, Let f:X+ 
S3 u2 e4 be any map such that f * is a monomorphism on cohomology with Z/2 
coefficients. Let y bundle classified by hwjZ Thus f*f is a lifting of the 
classifying map for )with(ref)*u#O.B~~yo~~~gs:X~Eofthe 
map classifying (e, R2) differs ftom t= f through the action of a map y :X+ CF 
and so 
That is, 5 does not split off R2. Suppose, in addition, that H’(X; 2”) = 0. Theg 
AU@ ’ is the only nonorientable 2-plane bundle on X. If 8 s 
we obtain the contradication &= 2 A v8 
Remark. The sphere bundle associated to the unique nonorientabk 4pIane bundle 
over St satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2, which shows that characteristic 
classes are in general not sufficient for & to split ofI /3 whenever w,(X) # 0 and 
w,(S) =O* 
We now apply classical obstruction theory with focal coefficients to the problem 
rather than Postnikov theory for nonorientable fibrations. The Stiefel manifold 
V2( R4) = S2 x S3 of orthonormal2-frames in R4 is the fiber in all the fibrations that 
we must consider. We also assume that the bundles e and /3 are based on a connected 
Poincare complex X of dimension 4 in order to evaluate secondary obstructions 
through duality theorems. The work of James [4] and Mel10 [7] yields the a&~n 
of q(X) on m*( V,( R4)) in the relevant fibrations. We recall from [4] that 9~3( Vzt 2 ‘)i 
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is freely generated by u and p = ar + ~,a. Here a : S3 + H( 1) c SO(4) = S3 X SO(3) 
determines the quatemionic line bundle over S“ while p : S3 -, SO(3) is represented 
by conjugation by quatemions. Now JL and A denote the homotopy classes of 
self-maps of V2(R4) represented by the involutions which change the sign of any 
given row or column respectively of a 4~ 2 matrix. Now A, is the identity morphism 
on w~( &(R’)) while fi,a = --a+ p and p*cp = p by the formulas of [4, p. 871. The 
following lemma is necess for determining local coefficient systems in the proof 
of our main result. 
Consider &eJ%ation V2( R’) + BO(2) x BO(2) a BO(4) x BO(2) defined 
and p*( 1 x r2) = 1 x r2. Ihe generatots a of 7r,( BO(4)) and 
act on the ~omotopy of the@er V2( R4) by p* and A, respectiuely. 
and known results about actions in certain induced 
consider the fibration V’( R4) + BO(2)+ BO(4) associated to the 
on O(2)= O(4). The action #b(a) on Q( V2( R4)) is given by JL* by 
is induced through matrix multiplication on the left by a 
on. Further, consider the fibration, 
defined 
V2( R3 t BSO(2) x BO(2) 3 BO(4)@ BO(2) (3) 
by q’p= 7% r2 and q*r2= 1 x f2. Here BO(4)080(2) denotes the 
product over RP associated to the maps w,(p): BO(4) + Rp”” and 
w,(r’): BO(2)-+ RP”. Now Meilo [7, p. 2671 showed that the action 4(b) on 
7r.J Vz( R’)) in (3) is given by JL, l A,. We note that the fibrations above are induced 
from p with respect to the natural inclusions BO(4)+ BO(4) x BO(2) and B0(4)@ 
BO(2) + BO(4) x BO(2). The result now follows by natural@. Specifically, the action 
(b) in the fibration p is given by A,, since +(a+b)=+(a)+(b)=p,*A* and 
+(a)=p, yields b(b)=A,. Cl 
-tern 2.4. Let &’ denote any to~logical R4-bundle ouer a cnwect~I 
complex X offormal dimension 4.Let /3 be any 2-plane bundle on X. Table 1 enumerates 
Table 1 
Orientability Necessary and sufficient conditions for 6 to split off /3 
w,(X) = w,(5) = 0 
WlW) = w,(Z) f 0 
w,(X)=O, w*(S)#O 
0 # w,(X) # w,(Z) f 0 
KW = 0, e(t) = z*&?) and p,([)=e(fl)‘+z’ 
for some z in H’(X; Zs) with t mod 2 = w2(5-/3) 
KW) = 0, e(S) = z= e(p) 
for some z in H2(X; Z&+) with z mod 2 = w2(t-j3) 
KS(&) = 0, w&) = z’ w,(p) and p,(e) = e(/3)2+z2 
for some z in H2(X; Zr_+) with z mod 2 = w2(e- p) 
KS(&) = 0, WA) = z. wz(P) 
for some z in H2(X; Z,_,J with z mod2= wt(t-P) 
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necessary and suflcient conditions for 6 to split off& The case w,(X) # 0 and w,(f) = 0 
must be excluded by ‘17heorem 2.2. 
Proof. We must always assume KS(e) = 0 and so we regard & as a vector bundle. 
First, we consider the case w,(X) = w,(e) = 0. If w&3) = 0, then the result is a special 
case of Theorem 2.1. If w&9) i;t 0, let (6, $1: X + BSO(4) x BO(2) classify the bundles 
e and j3. We must evaluate the obstructions to a section in the fibration over X 
induced by (e, j3) from the fibration 
Vt( R4) + BO(2)@BO(2)-+ BSO(4) x BO(2). 
The classical primary obstruction W3(e-/3) vanishes if and only if there is a class 
z in H*(X; Za) with z mod 2 = w2(e-/3) = w*(E)+ w*(B)+ w&9)*. The generator b
of 7r,(BO(2)) acts on n;J V2( R”)) by A$ from Lemma 2.3 and naturality. Since A, 
acts trivially on 1p3( V2( R’)) = Z@Z; the split exact sequence 
o-, *3(S’)A d VA R4)) Q*-+ w3(S3) + o 
wrresponding to the fibration S* L V2(R4) J+ S3 yields the foll 
sequence 
O-, H4(X; w3(S2)) A H4(X; w3( V2(R4))) ‘* * H’(X; w3(S3))+0. 
The classical secondary obstruction 8 to a lifting is given by (2) as 8= 
(u, e(f)-z=e(fl)) where 4u =~*-p,(~-~)=z*+e(~)*-p~(~). 
We consider now wr( X) = w,(e) # 0. The Ii ion over X for this case is induced 
fromthefibration(3)bytheclassifyingmap(5;B).Nowthegene~oflr,(B0(4)~ 
BO(2)) = Z/2 acts by pa: on v3( V2( R4)). We wnsider the exact sequence associated 
to (4) 
---* H4(X; ~j(s*)) i+_ H4( X; w3( V2( R4))J 
A H4(X; ?r3(S3),)+0, 
which reduces to 
Evaluation techniques of [S, p. 3581 yield 
H4(X; =3( V,(R4))&) = &(X; w3t V,(R4)),0Z,) 
= m3( V2(R4))0Z/H 
where H is the subgroup generated by a@l-p,(cr)O(-1)=-p@l and p@ 
1-~s(p)@(-l)=2(p@1).Thu~ ~~(V~(R~))@Z/H=Zgeneratedbyo:hsunling 
that the primary obstruction W,( 5 - p) = I), we note that the secondary ~bzt~%‘~n 
6 to lifting vanishes if and only if q$ = e( 5) - z. e(P) = 0. 
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Suppose now that w,(X) = 0 and w,(e) # 0. The primary obstruction W3(s- p) = 0 
if and only if there is a class z in H4(X; Z&) such that z mod 2 = wz(e- @). The 
secondary obstruction 8 can be determined as follows. The exact sequence (5) in 
this case yields 
+ 2 -, H4(X; ?r~( Vz( R4)),) + Z/2 + 0. 
Now 
where H is generated by u )@I. Now q&J=0 if and only 
). If so, then 9=j,u=O if and only if 2Z+e(#)Z=pl(b). 
,(X)ic w,(g)PO. We claim in this case that 
elements. Take class 
and only if q,8 = ~~(9) - 2. w&9) = 0. 
H where H is the subgroup generated 
)” in q,(X) such that w,(E)(x) = -1 = 
entiy9 the secondary obstruction lives in the group Z/2. 0 
390 
Finally, we reoord several observations, again related to the identification of 
KS@) as the total obstruction to a vector bundle structure on a topological R4-bundle 
5* over a bcomplex. 
Remark 3.1. Let E(t) denote the total slpace of a topological Rfbundle h” bzlsed 
on a closed connected topological 4manifold M4. The 8-dimensional open manifold 
E(e) admits a smoothing if and only if KS([) = KS( T( M)) by [S]; also, 6 contains 
a subbundle of discs if and only if KS(e) = 0. 
Remark 3.2. Although every closed smooth 4-manifold smoothly immerses in S’, 
no topological closed 4-manifold M4 with KS(M) # 0 admits a locally flat immersion 
in S’ with a normal bundle. 
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